Absirucr ~ Noise is often aonoyingly visible on large flabscreen television sets, particularly if spatially up-converted standard detinitioo material is displayed. We introduce a novel method to reduce the perceived noise that exploits noise masking.
I. INTRODUCTION The performance of modern TV-sets greatly benefits from recent advances in display technology. Particuiarly, display resolution, geometry and size have shown major improvements with the introduction of the LCD and PDP. For the standard definition broadcast and other video sources that still dominate, this requires spatial format conversion, i.e. scaling prior to the display. Preferably, this up-conversion is a non-linear up-scaling to prevent the up-scaled video from appearing blurred [ 
11.
Although up-scaling has increased the image resolution, it can have a negative influence on the perceived quality of noisy standard definition W-signals. This is caused by an increase in size of the noise artifacts, and because of the nonlinear up-scaling which often performs some form of sharpness enhancement.
Current noise reduction techniques for modem TVsystems, as described in a recent overview [2] , are often based on concepts developed decades ago [3] . They adaptively try to discriminate between noise, details and edges using spatial and temporal filter supports. Averaging noisy pixels reduces the perceived noise, but these noise reduction methods have a disadvantage. They either reduce high frequency image content and thereby blur the image, or provide a limited reduction of the noise as it is often difficult to discriminate between noise and low-contrast details in the image. reduction is applied at the start of the video processing chain.
Block diagram of a modem W system where noise Noise reduction is a video processing algorithm typically applied at the earliest possible location, i.e. before video processing algorithms like de-interlacing, frame-rate conversion, spatial scaling, and colour enhancements (Fig. 1) . This is partly because it is easier to model the noise before video processing algorithms have been applied, .but also because noise-reduced signals can make algorithms such as de-interlacing, motion estimation, and spatial up-conversion more robust.
In this paper, we propose an alternative to reduce the perceived 'noisiness'. As opposed to noise filtering technologies, we propose a method that aims at reducing the visibility of noise on the display itself by using masking instead of filtering. Furthermore, we will describe how this masking has been implemented and show an example.
n. MASKING NOISE
The proposed noise masking method reduces the visibility of noise by adding a high frequency signal at the end of the video processing chain (Fig.2) . The concept of masking a signal with a second signal is well known in the field of visual perception. It is based on the observation that the background on which a stimulus is shown largely determines its visibility. Experiments have shown [5] that the visibility of a signal S1 can either be masked or facilitated by adding a second signal S2. The masking ability of S2 depends on its similarity in the spatial frequency domain and its orientation compared to signal S1.
As such, consider a video signal F H & ,~) as output from a spatial format converter. This up-scales a video signal FsD(x,,n), consisting of a "clean" video signal VsD(x,n) polluted with an additive noise signal NsD(x,n), as illustrated in Fig.3 . In general, the spatial frequency characteristics of VsD(x,n) and NsD(x,n) are not equal. Video information is mainly contained in the lower part of the spatial frequency spectrum, while noise often has a very broad spectrum. However, since ( Fig.4) . High frequency content generated by non-linear u p conversion is not shown in this figure. A signal, SHD(x,n), can be added that aims at maximizing the masking of N~~( x , n ) and minimizing the masking of V H D ( X ,~) resulting in the video signal F~o'(x,n):
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SHD(x,n) reduces the visibility of the mid-frequencies by converting them to high frequencies. Since the human visual system is less sensitive to high frequencies [3] and [4] , this results in a decrease of the visibility of N~~( n , n ) + SHD(x;n).
These high frequencies are generated from FHD(x,n) as illustrated in Fig.5 . The high-pass filter output signal mainly contains noise, i.e. NHD(x,n). So, the filter characteristics depend on the upscaling factor. To generate high frequencies, the filter output is transformed to a binary distributed signal as shown in (2).
The amplitude of this signal is adjusted with gain A to match the amplitude of the noise level, which is determined by a noise estimator [7j. The signal, = A x YHD(x,n), that results is added by means of error diffusion, as depicted in Fig.4 . Error diffusion applies noise shaping and is typically used for quantization artifact reduction [6] . It guarantees any distortions that are induced on FHD(XJZ> have a zero-mean character.
We use error filters known from error diffusion, so a FloydSteinberg filter kemel can be used.
The generation of high frequencies from FHD(x,n) in combination with noise shaping effectively masks the midfrequencies, thereby reducing the visibility of noise.
RESULTS
Experiments have shown that masking noise, as elaborated in the previous section, reduces the perception of noise. Figure7 shows a close-up of an image polluted with noise after non-linear up-conversion by a factor of 2 with and without the proposed algorithm. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a method that reduces the visibility of noise on a system displaying up-scaled video, exploiting the masking ability of a high frequency signal. Furthermore, we have described an implementation of how to generate such a masking signal. Further research is necessary to quantify the amount of noise reduction that is achieved and how this specific implementation compares to alternatives.
